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2020 Summer Sidewalk Sale
The 2020 Summer Sidewalk Sale will take place from Monday, July 27, through Sunday, August 02.
For the first time, merchants in the Village Center, Golden Horseshoe, and Five Corners will all be
participating in the one-week event simultaneously.
The Village and Scarsdale Business Alliance have collaborated to not only expand the sale and make it
more convenient to attend the location of your choice, but to also provide the community with safe
spaces to enjoy the outdoors while supporting our local merchants. To support proper social distancing,
Spencer Place, Boniface Circle and Harwood Court will be closed to vehicular traffic for the duration of
the event. Also, three-hour pay-as-you-go Pango parking (Zone 10599) is available in the Christie Place
Commuter Garage for Village Center consumers.
Face coverings are required.
Visit the retail hubs often throughout the week to take advantage of fabulous sales and discounted
deals. In addition to the all of the brick-and-mortar stores participating in the Village center,
Golden Horseshoe, and Five Corners, the following vendors will be present on Boniface Circle
in the Village center: Allstate Insurance, Club Pilates, Korth & Shannahan, Orangetheory Fitness, Once
Upon a ‘Lil Cupcake, Pampered Chef, PixieLane Elanit, Profile by Sanford, Scarsdale Inquirer,
Scarsdale Rotary, The Copper Faucet Soap Company, Westchester Choice Realty, and William Raveis.
In between all the shopping, be sure to stop by the Dine the ‘Dale tent in the Village Center to enjoy
table service, delivery, and carry-out from over two dozen Scarsdale restaurants. In addition, the
Westchester Burger Truck and Pizza Vitale, both SBA members, will be present throughout the week on
Spencer Place.
Due to the severe impact COVID-19 has had on Scarsdale small businesses, it is one of the most
important Annual Sidewalk Sales the Village of Scarsdale and SBA have hosted since the event’s
inception. As such, all residents are strongly encouraged to attend – and spend! Again, please be sure to
wear a face covering.
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